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Taking the chance, Yuri shot forward and quickly arrived next to Gordon.

After that, he grabbed Gordon and lifted him from the ground.

Right after that, he dragged Gordon right in front of Alan, Darius, and the others before throwing Gordon onto the ground.

"Darius, I've captured this despicable man for you. Deal with him as you please!" Yuri said.

"Yes, alright," Darius answered, relaxing a lot more.

"Darius, what's happening?" Alan asked with uncertainty.

"Grandfather, it's like this. Gordon caught me off guard and attacked me with a poisoned needle. Thankfully, Mister Wolf is

incredibly skilled at medicine. He cured the poison and saved my life," Darius spoke with intense anger. He resisted how weak

his body felt as he explained everything briefly.

Back when Yuri left the room, Yuri left two guards behind to take care of the unconscious Darius.

After he woke up, he immediately asked the guards about the situation.

Among that was how Leon was framed and blamed for poisoning him, as well as how Leon put in so much to cure him!

The two guards told him everything peacefully!

So, he quickly realized that the Hughes would probably try to attack Leon for this misunderstanding!

So, he was forced to ignore how weak his body was as he hurried out with the help of the guards from the Thompsons!

Just as he expected, Alan was already attacking the Thompsons to take revenge for him!

Thankfully, he appeared on time. Otherwise, the consequences would have been dire if the matter got bigger!

"What? The culprit is Gordon?!"

Alan was furious when he heard that!

He thought that Leon was the culprit the whole time!

Yet, the true culprit was Gordon!

That was not all, Leon was framed, but he did not hate the Hughes for it. Instead, he spared no effort in trying to save Darius!

Yet, Alan believed Gordon's lies and almost killed Leon. It was a grave error!

If Leon died at his hands, then the Hughes would have been ruined in the Southern region for doing something so dishonorable!

"Darius, are you mistaken? Gordon is your brother-in-law. Why would he harm you?"

Darn was full of disbelief, in contrast to Alan.

Even though Leon and Darius both agreed that Gordon was the assailant, Gordon was still her husband!

She found it hard to believe that Gordon would poison Darius. She could not accept it at all!

"Dawn, what are you saying?! How could I be mistaken with something like this?! You sure are something else. You started to

accuse Mister Wolf without finding things out. You almost killed me and Mister Wolf!" Darius said unhappily.

He found out from the two guards that Leon constantly said that Gordon was the culprit.

Yet, Dawn did not believe him. Instead, Dawn even ordered Lucius to attack Leon and kill him!

Thankfully, Leon did not let Dawn get to him. He took Darius away from Dawn and saved Darius with his amazing medical

abilities!

Otherwise, Darius would probably have already died!
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